Dispute Resolution Department

Rahman’s Chambers is one of the leading law firms in the Dispute Resolution area. The Firm for nearly a decade has been successfully handling claims for both local and foreign clients. The lawyers in our dispute resolution department, comprising both experienced senior and junior members, knows the urgency and procedures of dealing with such related matters, covering different areas of practice, such as:

**ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION (ADR)**

We have significant experience of dealing with all form of ADRs mostly in the capacity as a counsel. The Chambers acted as counsel for builder, land owner, bank, central bank, power company, ship-owner, contractor, employer etc. either for negotiation, mutual consultation, mediation and arbitration both adhoc and institutional. We have gained sound knowledge and experience while handling ADR matters for Shipbuilding, construction, infrastructure technology, banking and other industries.

**Our Clients:**
- Grameen Danone Foods Limited
- Infrastructure Development Company Ltd.
- Rashawa Spinning Mills Ltd.
- Quality Timber Ltd.
- Knight Frank Dev Ltd.
- How Are You Textile Industry Limited
- Rashawa Spinning Mills Limited
- Uttara Foods and Foods Limited.
- G.A.B Limited (Gildan)
- Teijin Frontier Company Limited
- High-net-worth individuals
- Crown Melamine Industries Ltd.
- TM Textiles & Garments Ltd.
- Saturn Textiles Ltd.
- Perseus Ltd.
- UAE Bangladesh Investment Company Limited (UBICO)
- Arwar Group of Industries
- Biswas Group
- S A Group
- Seven Properties Limited
- Dutch-Bangla Bank Ltd.
- First security Islami Bank Limited (FSIBL)
- Islamic Finance and Investment Limited (IFIL)
- Kunthwa Engineering & Consulting Co. Ltd.
- Bangladesh Bank
- Dhaka Power Distribution Company Ltd.
- Bangladesh Power Development Board
- Individual clients

**Our Experiences are as follows:**
- Power : Summit Power Limited vs. BPDB
- Power : Smith Co-generation (BD) Ltd. vs. BPDB and GOB
- Power : Quantum Power vs BPDB
- IT : Inforths Pte Ltd vs Bangladesh Bank
- Shipbuilding: Ananda Shipyard and Slipways Ltd vs. Komorski Mantim GMBH, Germany
- VAT: Grameen Danone Foods Limited vs. Customs, Excise and VAT Authorities (ADR from Appellate Tribunal)
- Construction: Knight Frank Dev Ltd vs Atal Properties Ltd.
- Mr. Rahman was involved in drafting several Foreign Exchange related circular as a member of legal counsel in a World Bank Project in the Central Bank.
- Successfully recovered payment under LC and sales contract for How Are You Textiles Ltd by bringing criminal proceeding which involves issues like violation of FOREX UCP600.
- Time to time advised Abu dhabi Fund for Development on FOREX and other law having impact on investment. Advised GAB Ltd. (Gildan) on several aspects of Foreign Exchange Regulation.
- Successfully obtained judgement and order in cheque dishonor cases for UBICO.
- Successfully advised Uttara Foods and Foods Limited over a number of libel issues.
- Successfully defended UBICO over a libel claim filed in District Court.
- Successfully able to secure arrest order in criminal cases filed against ex employee of Teijin Frontier Company Limited and Uttara Foods and Foods Limited.
- Mr. Rahman, the head of the Chambers was involved in Drafting Money Laundering & Terrorist Finance Act 2005 & setting Money Laundering Manual of Bangladesh Bank while he was a member of Legal Counsel, CBSP at Bangladesh Bank (Central Bank).

**DEPARTMENT LAWYERS**

- Mohammed Forrukh Rahman
- Salahuddin Reza Sohel
- Tanzeer Ahmed
- Sheikh Abdullah
- Moazzem Hossain
- Badhan Roy

**Our Success are as follows :**
- Restructuring and establishing tight to selection and not abortion for DPDC in a written petition
- Gas Pipeline construction and successful resolution of undue influence for T M Textiles Ltd
- VAT claim settled through Writ for Crown Melamine Industries Ltd
- Correction of CIB report for UBICO against Bangladesh Bank
- Establishing exception for natural justice for Bangladesh Bank in FOREX matter
- Customs exemptions related disputes for BPDB

**Our service in nutshell includes:**
- Counsel for local/international client in local arbitration
- Arbitrator in local arbitration
- Mediator in commercial, corporate and construction mediation
- Counsel in commercial, corporate and construction mediation
- Counsel in Mutual consultation and other form of ADRs
- Facilitator in Mutual consultation and other form of ADRs
- Negotiator for clients.

**Contact Us:**
**BANANI MAIN CHAMBERS:**
Rangs Shawkat, Flat No. 2A (2nd Floor), House No. 02, Road No. 2/3, Banani, P.O.Gulshan, Dhaka - 1212, Bangladesh.
General Enquiry: info@rahmansc.com
Ph.: (+8802) 9852821, 8835936, 58815415
Website: www.rahmansc.com

**For appointment with**
Head of Chambers
Ph.: (+8802) 9852821, 8835936
Mobile: (+88017)55574258
Email: info@rahmansc.com
Skype: rahmans.chambers

**Urgent matters (24 Hours)**
Head of Chambers (Direct)
Mobile: (+88017)55574258

**LEGAL 500, 2018**

“Rahman’s Chambers handles foreign investment and disputes involving corporate transactions... The 'very responsible, responsive and knowledgeable' Mohammed Forrukh Rahman heads the firm”

“Mr. Mohammed Forrukh Rahman has been ranked for 'Corporate and Finance'”

Rahman’s Chambers, 2017

“ Their response times are excellent and they make you feel generally very well informed.”

Chambers & Partners, 2018